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Abstract :
Multiword Expressions (MWEs) are the combination of two or more words separated by space or delimiter
which forms a new meaning instead of word individual meaning. Our works concentrate on Extraction and
Automatic detection of MWEs for computational language in Bengali which are in a growing position among
other Indian languages. Statistical measurement and language specific knowledge help us to extract and finally
detect MWEs from medium size corpus. Natural Language processing in Bengali has started in recent years and
researches in MWEs are gaining position and thus we choose to explore MWEs. Linguistics knowledge for
analyzing the results has been considered and we have achieved satisfactory result.
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Introduction:
MWEs are made up of combination of two or more than two words in which most of the time words lose their
individual meaning and form a new resultant meaning. They are idiosyncratic in nature either by semantic,
syntactic and lexical way. Multiword Expressions (MWEs) have been identified with an increasing amount of
interest in the field of computational linguistics and Natural Language Processing (NLP) [1]. Formal definition
of Multiword Expression is [2] : Multiword expressions (MWEs) are lexical items that: (a) can be decomposed
into multiple lexemes, and (b) display lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic or statistical idiomaticity.
Decomposability of lexemes is that MWEs must be made up of two or more words where in most of the times
the words lose their individual meanings and form a new resultant meaning. For example, ATM Card is
potentially an MWE which is made up of two Lexemes ATM and Card, while fused word such as blue light is
not considered to be a perfect MWE. However, Decomposition of an expression into multiple lexemes is still
applicable. Examples of Multiword are ATM Card, Debit Card, System Error and logical Error etc. MWEs are
characterized by non-compositionality, non substitutability and non-modifiability [3]. In NLP, MWEs are one of
the great challenging tasks due to their high productivity and their bewildering range of syntactic, semantic,
pragmatic and statistical idiomaticity they pose.
WordNet is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of
cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept [3]. The basic building block of WordNet is a
synset. Each synset has a unique number associated with it called as synset identity or synset id.
These synsets are created manually by lexicographers and they also manually create links between synsets
representing semantic and lexical relations [4].Multiword Expressions deal with Information Retrieval (IR)
System, which is an application area of computer technology for acquisition, organization, storage, retrieval, and
distribution of information. Multiword detection can be applied to detect Multiword Expressions available from
different repositories. Our research discipline is concerned with both the theoretical concept and the practical
improvement of Multiword Expressions on reduplication Phrases, Idioms, Noun Compound (NCs), Verbal
Phrases (VPs) in Bengali.
In this paper we discussed motivation of our work, various work done for extraction of MWEs in Indian
languages, we also proposed system approach for MWEs extraction and to detect number of MWEs in the
corpus and then the results are analyzed. Finally the conclusion is given.
MOTIVATION FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF MWEs IN BENGALI
The fact that many difficulties arise in Bengali POS which motivated us to work on MWEs detection in Bengali.
Some examples of MWEs which are difficult in POS tagging are words like কানে লাগা (kane laga) which means
‘interesting’, কা্ন কাটা (kan kata) which means ‘shameless’, হাত থাকা (hat thaka) which means ‘right’ or’
involvement’,উঠন্ত মুলো পত্তনে চেনা যায় (uthanto mulo pottone chena jaye) which means ‘morning shows the
day’, and so on. Good morphological analyzers, POS taggers, stemmer and annotated corpus etc are not yet
available in this task. Bengali is highly versatile language providing one of the most challenging sets of
linguistic and rich statistical features resulting in Complex and long word formation. In spite of other Natural
language Processing (NLP) tasks like Information retrieval, Text summarization and Machine translation etc, in
Bengali it is further needed to identify MWEs along with their extraction and detection process from different
domain.
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THE LITERATURE REVIEW IN MWES
The literature survey reveals the principled way to identify Multiword Expressions in different Languages.
Three types of Multiword Expressions namely, Noun + Noun (compound noun), Noun + Verb (conjunct verb)
and Verb + Verb (compound verb) sequences are examined. It concentrates on the linguistic methods like
chunker, part-of-speech tagging, and the statistical methods like Pointwise mutual information, log-likelihood,
to extract the Multiword Expressions.
The major NLP tasks relating to MWEs are: (1) identifying and extracting MWEs from corpus data and
disambiguating their internal syntax and (2) interpreting MWEs. Increasingly, these tasks are being pipelined
with parsers and applications such as machine translation [6]. MWEs extraction is as difficult as MWE
identification in terms of syntactic flexibility and ambiguity. The bulk of research on MWE extraction has
focused on extracting English verb particle constructions, light-verb constructions and idioms [7]. Based on the
type of MWEs, the syntactic and semantic tasks vary based with the words combination. For example, with
noun compounds, the extraction and detection tasks are relatively trivial, whereas interpretation is considerably
more difficult.
OUR SYSTEM APPROACHE
We develop a system that works in offline extraction and detection MWEs which helps to extract MWEs
automatically from a text corpus and then to detect the number of MWEs. This system generates a list of
collocation with its rank value and the higher the rank value of the collocation in the list, the more is the
probability of that collocation to fall in the category of MWEs.
Our system architecture approaches are:
Step1. Corpora collection and preprocessing
Step2. Candidate Selection
Step3. Statistical Co-occurrence tests.
Step4. Extracting MWEs
Step5.Detecting MWEs
Step1 Corpora collection and preprocessing
We have taken a row corpus of Bengali developed from a historical background. In preprocessing we need to
take some special attention in various phrases like tokenization in which some words normally are not
tokenized. We have taken tagged corpus as input for our system that was tagged by the POS tagger tool which is
based on HMM (Hidden Markov Models).
Step2 Candidate Selection
Our algorithm selects candidate in bigram and trigram forms from sequence of the tagged Corpus. Noun, Verbs
and adjective. The tagset that we used for POS tagging consist in abbreviated forms Noun Common(NC),Noun
Proper(NP),Verb Main(VM) and Verb Auxiliary(VA).Thus we filter our bigram and trigram which have either
NC-NC,NP-VP,NP-VA and NC-NC-NC,NC-NC-VM etc respectively.
Step 3 Statistical Co-occurrence tests
This step involves various statistical measurements through which we can test the connectedness of the
collocation. It further exploits whether the patterns are habitual or accidental. Also, for both the measures,
frequency is counted for those same contexts containing bigrams that are either in open or hyphenated form. e.g.
ধীরে ধীরে(Dheere Dheere, means slowly) ধীরে-ধীরে(Dheere Dheere, means slowly )are considered to be same in
Bengali. For comparisons of the occurrence of words, we apply Pointwise Mutual Information(PMI) and to
observe frequencies we used Chi-Square Test.
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Fig.: System Architecture
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of MWEs
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Detection

Pointwisse Mutual Infformation (PM
MI)
The PM
MI of a pairr of outcomees x and y bellonging to diiscrete randoom variables X and Y comp
pares the
discrepanncy between the probabiility of theirr coincidencee given theirr joint and marginal disstribution.
Mathemaatically,

PMI ( x , y )  logg

p( x / y)
p ( x, y )
p( y / x)
 logg
 log
p( x) p( y)
p( x)
p( y)

The mutuual informatioon (MI) of thee random variaables X and Y is the expecteed value of thee PMI over alll possible
outcomess. The measurres are symm
metric

PMI((x,y)=PM
MI(y,x) , it can
c take posittive or negativ
ve values,

but it is zero
z
if x and y are indepenndent. PMI may
m be negativ
ve or positive,, its expected outcome oveer all joint
events(M
MI) is positive..

PMI(x,yy) will increaase if p ( x y ) is fixed but
b p ( x) deecreases.

Point wisse Mutual Infoormation (PM
MI) follows Chhain rule as:

PMI ( x, yz )  PM
MI ( x, y )  PMI ( x, p ( z y ))
)
For bigraam expressionn, it is formulaated [8] as

PM
MI 2 ( x, y )  log 2
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p ( x, y ) 

f ( x, y )
N

Where P(x,y) is the Maximum Likehood(ML) estimate of the joint probability(N is the corpus size) and
P(x,*),P(*,y)are estimation of marginal probabilities that are computed in the following manner

f ( x,*) y f ( x, y )
p( x,*) 

N
N
And analogically for p(*,y).
For Tri-grams, PMI can be calculated as follows:

p ( x, y , z )
p ( x,*,*) p ( x, y,*) p (*,*, z )

PMI 3  Log

Chi-Square:
The Chi-Square test determines whether there is a significant difference between the expected frequencies and
the observed frequencies in one or more categories. The Chi square formula can be written as

(Oij  Eij ) 2
 
i, j
Ei , j
2

Where



2

is the value of Chi Square ,



is the sum and

oij and E

ij

are observed and expected frequencies.

The comparison between the observed frequencies

f i , j and the expected frequencies Ei , j are calculated using

Chi-Square Method given below [8]
For bigram,

( f i, j  ei, j ) 2
x2 ( x, y )  
ei, j
2

Here, the expected frequency (

ei , j

) and observed frequency (

f i , j ) are computed by the method given below

the bigrams [9] respectively:

f ( x,*) f (*, y )
N
f ( x,*) f (*, y )
e0,1  e( x, y ) 
N
e0,0  e( x, y ) 

And,

f 0,0  f ( x, y ), f 0,1  f ( x, y )   f ( x, v)
v y

They are same for e 1, 0 and e1, 1 and analogically for f1, 0 and F1, 1.
For trigram, Chi-Square is computed as
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2
(
f

e
)
i , j ,k
i , j ,k
x32 ( x, y, z )  
i , j , k{0,1}
ei , j

Here the expected freqquency ( ei , j , k ) and observeed frequency (

fi , j ,k ) are coomputed analogically by thhe method

t trigram resspectively:
formulateed below for the

e0,1,0  e( x, y, z )   f ( x, v, z )
v y

Detection
n of Linguisttically Influen
nced MWEs
Here we tried to find out
o those MW
WEs that are influenced by liinguistic naturre .Characteristics of Bengaali MWEs
are Repeetition and Reduplication thhat may be coomplete or partial in naturee. Words like Bara-Bara বর
র বড় (big
big), Dheeere Dheere ধীরে
ধ
ধীরে (sloowly slowly) are example of Reduplicaation and worrds like Thaku
ur Thakur
ঈশ্বর (G
God), Boka-sokka(foolish) etc.We check whether
w
two co
onstituents off MWEs are syynonyms of each other.
We usedd developing Bengali WorrdNet for this checking purpose.
p
We also
a
checked if the two words
w
are
antonymss of each othher. We also used syntacttic and semaantic analysis of the MWE
Es based on linguistic
propertiees of the indiviidual words.
Step 4 EXTRACTIONS OF MWE
ES
Extractioon MWE is allso a difficult task, where, in the MWEss lexical itemss attested in a predetermin
ned corpus
are extracted out into a lexicon or other
o
lexical liisting. For exaample, with a given verb taake and prepo
osition off,
w
combinne together to form a VPC (i.e.
(
take off) in a given corrpus. This
we wish to know whetther the two words
contrasts with MWE identificationn, where the focus is on individual tooken instancees of MWEs, although
c
of
o identificatioon (in compiling out the lisst of those
obviouslyy extraction can be seen to be a natural consequence
attested MWEs).
M
It is to be assum
med in MWE extraction thaat there is eviidence in the given corpuss for each
extractedd MWE to form
m an MWE inn some contexxt, without maaking any doubbt in combinattion of MWEss.
Step 5 DETECTION
D
OF MWES
We triedd to identify thhose MWEs that
t
are influeenced by som
me linguistic phenomena
p
liike word repeetition e,g.
শীতশীত ভাব(seet seeet bhav, feelling cold) ,R
Reduplication, synonyms or antonym
ms of the words
w
like
পাপপুণ্য(paap-punno,v
(
vice and virtuue) , imitatioon or partial copying of the word নর
রম-সরম(noro
om-sarom,
soften/sooftish / soft typpe). After the extraction, ouur system detects the numbbers of MWEss that are pressent in the
train corppus. We then evaluate
e
the accuracy
a
of thee system.
RES
SULT ANALY
YSIS
The evaluuation result of
o our system
m analysis is shhown in the taable in which maximum accuracy is foun
nd in case
of mediuum size corpuus. The diffeerences are foound between
n train corpuss and test corpus for betteer system
performaance. In Test11, we get 98%
% accuracy and
a in Test 2,
2 we get 85..86% accuraccy. The overaall system
performaance is better compared
c
withh other research work.
Table
The Exxperiment Sttatistics
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CONCLUSION
We list out the numbers Multiword Expressions in Bengali extracted and detected in our system. It is seen that if
the size of the corpus increases accuracy also increases and if the size is small, we get less accuracy.
Recognition of MWEs is very complex because it varies from language to language. MWEs can be applied in
real-life applications depending upon the language technologies, such as machine translation, POS etc. Study
has been carried out to find optimal solution with different languages using statistical methods. Further research
effort should be carried out so that analysis of MWEs can be carried in different Languages which are still in
growing stage.
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